A binocular site for contrast-modulated masking.
Contrast-modulated (CM) gratings, composed of two luminance-modulated sinusoids of similar spatial frequency, mask the detection of test sinusoids at the difference frequency. However, the mechanism underlying masking by CM gratings remains poorly understood. In this paper, we aimed to determine whether the masking of 1 cycle deg(-1) LM test gratings by a 1 cycle deg(-1) beat (formed from a pair of carriers at 8 and 9 cycles deg(-1)) occurs in monocular channels or after the site of binocular combination, or both. Threshold elevations for the detection of a 1 cycle deg(-1) test grating were obtained for a number of stimulus conditions, including: (1) dichoptic CM (both 8 and 9 cycles deg(-1) mask components presented to one eye, with the 1 cycle deg(-1) test grating to the other); (2) dichoptic variant (8 and 9 cycles deg(-1) mask gratings presented to separate eyes, with the 1 cycle deg(-1) test grating presented to one eye); (3) binocular CM (all mask and test gratings presented to both eyes). As a control, masking magnitude was also measured for LM mask gratings of similar frequency (1 cycle deg(-1)) and effective contrast (3%) to that of the beat. For both LM and CM masks, the dichoptic condition yielded threshold elevations that were similar or greater than the binocular condition. When 8 and 9 cycles deg(-1) mask components were presented to separate eyes (the dichoptic variant condition), no beat pattern was visible and no elevations in detection threshold occurred. The results demonstrate that, like LM masking, detection of a target in the presence of a CM mask does not involve purely monocular mechanisms. Further, that the site of CM masking must occur beyond the stage at which monocular matching for stereopsis takes place. This is consistent with other studies which suggest that dichoptic masking is contingent on stereo matching, and thus occurs relatively late in the hierarchy of binocular visual processing.